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Chris Dyer  

When leader boards of top companies are 
published, it is no coincidence that organisations 
like Google, Apple and Amazon consistently top 
the lists, not only for �nancial performance, but 
also for levels of sta� engagement. So, what is it 
that sets these ‘great’ businesses apart from the 
thousands that are merely ‘good’? The answer, 
argues Chris Dyer, is culture.

In his new book, The Power of Company Culture, 
Chris Dyer draws on real-life examples to reveal 
how organisations including Google, 3M, Zappos, 
Apple, General Motors and Southwest Airlines 
have successfully built their outstanding cultures. 
He uses his extensive experience in the �eld and 
interviews with leading HR professionals to distil 
the insights into practical advice and simple tools 
that businesses of all sizes can use to strengthen 
their own organisational culture.

Based on exclusive in-depth research, The Power 
of Company Culture outlines the practical steps 
that world-leading organisations are taking to 
build and maintain their culture, revealing the 
‘seven pillars’ of success:

• Transparency: Encouraging the �ow of 
information, from simple employee feedback 
to sharing pro�t and loss statements. 

• Positivity: Facing up to challenges to build on 
company strengths rather than weaknesses. 

• Measurement: Gathering, measuring
and analysing information to make 
informed decisions.

• Acknowledgement: Choosing highly visible 
ways of saying thank you to employees.

• Uniqueness: Recognising that individual 
diversity and unique selling points of any 
company distinguish its brand.

• Listening: Creating a culture that fosters 
active, results-based listening.

• Mistakes: How a company deals with 
failure, not success, is the hallmark of
great culture.

The Power of Company Culture is essential 
reading for HR professionals and leaders of 
businesses of all sizes. It gives advice on how 
to spot cultural issues within an organisation, 
and practical steps to either address the 
problems within a business or to build a truly 
world-class culture from scratch.

“Wonderfully thorough, this is the book every 
CEO will have on their desk this year. Tackle 
the biggest areas for growth, while evolving 
your company to stay ahead and inspire. A 
must read!” Marshall Goldsmith, #1 
bestselling author

Chris Dyer is the Founder and CEO 
of PeopleG2, a background check 
and intelligence �rm based in 
California, USA. He is the host of 
TalentTalk on OC Talk Radio and 
iHeartRadio, and speaks at events 
around the world on company 
culture, remote workforces and 
employee engagement. He is also 
a regular contributor to Forbes, Inc., 
HR.com, the Society for Human 
Resources Management and many 
more business publications.

Chris Dyer  is an experienced and engaging speaker on 
company culture and team engagement, and is available for 
interview and by-lined articles on a number of topics, including:

The Good, the Bad and the 
Ugly: How to spot what 
kind of culture your 
business has

Remote Control: How to 
build culture across a team 
of remote workers

The seven pillars of every 
world-class company culture

The power of “Thank you”: 
Why acknowledging success 
breeds success

Meaningful measurement: 
What to measure in your 
business, and why

Fail well: How to handle 
mistakes in business

Are you listening? How to 
practice meaningful 
listening at work

How Amazon, Apple and 
Google have built their 
success on culture


